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This Note is concerned with a machine, Irnmm as SPADE, which has been 
designed for the purpose cf analysing recorded G,W, vibrations. The theory 
underLying concepts such as frequmcy and amplikde distribution may be 
found scattered in the appropriate text-books ar the relevant technical. 
Xiterature, but the absence of a comprehensive account dealing with the 
application of some cf these theories to the analysis of recorded vibratims 
has led to vJidely Svcrging apprcxchcs. In describing the functioning of 
SPADA it is necessary tc state i.11 applied form some elementary concepts 
relevant to the analysis; particularly the spectraZ density, the probability 
distribution of amplitude and the smqCLing error are discussed. SPADA will 
be used both as a research instrument and as a facility available for the 
analysis of vibrations recorded by the G-.X. ixldustxy and other cstablishu~nts. 
Its use, holmYw?r, is not restricted to vibration analysis. SPADA n;ill, within 
its limitations, analyse any pammeter which can be recorded on magnetic tape. 

Previously issued as LA& Technic&. Note Ko, G,W, 549 - A,iZG.22,&2 
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I IXlYRODUCTIO~T 

An empirical vibration-time function is completely defined by its 
oscillsgramme y(t). Fcr most theoretical and experimental purpcses however, 
the graphical form is unsuitable, and a mathematical. description of y(t) is 
re quirea. There are various n.urnericXL methods by v:hich this csn be achieved, 
the most relevant being the Pour&r integra.I. If,havever, y(t) is a compli- 
cated function having mex~y maxima end minima, and particularly when a large 
number of such functions must be &xiLt with, the riced for data yeduction 
equipment arises. This situation has existed for some time in the field of 
environmental. vibrclCions, and different types of andlysors have been devised 
or improvised by various workers. 

A vibration Lanx.ti~ser had previouely been develcped xt R.A.E. 
This machine has now outlived its usefulness as a research tool for two reasons. 
Increased knowledge of cnvironmentol vibrations and of their simula-ticn demands 
a more advanced approxh to vibration mtiysis, and stlsc, the machine is now 
wearing out, hming been in use daily since the time of its introduction five 
years ago. 

Two years ago, a new vibration analyser was designed at H.A.3. which has 
been manufactured by Rivlin Instruxlents, Canbarley and which has recently been 
delivered, This machine is known as SPADA which is short for SPectrjl density -- 
and &npplitude l&stribution &alyser. 

This Mote gives some of the background relevant to the analysis of 
samples of recorded environmental vibrations, and describes the way in TJxixh 
the various forms of analysis are accomplished by SPJDA, 

2 TFiEl 3?URP3SE OY WADA 

Although our imperfect knowledge of environmental vibr&x.xls justifies 
the demand for more and better vibration data, the relatively few vibration 
recordings that are made already tax the resources available for GanaILysis. 
An amiLysis of a vibration recording lasting 30 sccoTlds, using t/he previous 
R.A.E. vibration malyser, took 1 or 2 ma+days to yield the equivalent sine 
wave spectrum of the vibration. This estimate includes, cf course, all ancill- 
ary work such as editing <and duplicating of the ta e, 
the recording frequency response, analysis proper 
minutes), 

P 
calibration, determining 

which takes cnly a few 
developing the paper, and finally presenting the data as a corrected 

spectrum. Although SPADA will not reduce greatiy the overall time of vibration 
axiLysis, it wilL however give more data fcr a give;1 amm.mt cf time spent. 
Moreover, SPADA ~5Xl. describe xt empirical ‘VibeP~“iiGll-‘ckilC function in mathe- 
matical. forms which cxr-~ be used directly for theoretical stuctics, far the design 
of test gear and for the formulxticn of various types of test specification. 

There are lxo vibration ch,e.rnci;eristics whic!l are of prime interest in 
this context. One is the spect,, -11 density 01 a vibrxticn time function and 
the other is the probability distribution cf the vibration ,ompl.itude. The 
former characteristic tells us how the quadr:ltic content 07 vibraticn is dis- 
tributed uver the frequency rqe, and the latter, with the help of the former, 
will indicate important structural features of the vibraticn such as periodic 
elements, ncn-stationary properties and other patterns. 

SPADA plots directly the spectral density and the axAplitudc distzibutiofl 
of signals recorded on r.ltignetic te.pe. The dcpee of frepiency resolution 3nd 
the signal sampling time axe controllsblc within such limits as are needed to 
cover a wide field of research on vibration and accoustic noise. 



3 BASIC PERFORWiN~ CHARMRERISTICS OFSPADA 

A front view of SPADA is shown in Fig,l, The machine accepts loops 
of magnetic tape 24.0 cm long which are cut and spliced on a special device 
(Fig.2). The signal to be analysed is arrlplitude modulated upon such a loop 
by the Tape Duplicator (F&3), normally at a tape speed of i6 cm/s. 
dard $ in. wide tape of instrument quality is used. 

Stan& 

The method of analysing the spectral density and the amplitude distri- 
bution is described in paragraph3 I+.3 and 5.2 respectively. Both the spec- 
tral density and the amplitude distribution are plotted with ink on IO in. 
wide paper by an x - y servo controlled recorder. The spectral density is 
plotted on co-ordinates which are approximately logarithmic, and the ampli- 
tude distribution is plotted on linear co-ordinates. 

The performance ranges of SPADA are as followsr- 

above 

(i) Standard frequency range of analysis 

IO c/s to 10 Kc/s. The frequency range may be extended beyond the 
limits by duplicating the signal on the tape loop at the appropriate -I tape speea. 

Frequency resolution 

The analysing filters may be adjusted to the following values of 
relative effective bandwidth: 6e, = 254'5, 12.93, 6$ and 3$. Information 
about filters till be found in paragraph 4.4. 

(iii) Standard amplitude range 

Three times RMS amplitude in each the positive and negative direction 
of amplitude. The effective amplitude range may, if necessary, be further 
extended with a proportional increase of the noise to signal ratio. 

plot, 
times 

Continuously variable from apprcximately 0.1 3ec to Ifs set true time. 
Integration is performed between two fixed limits tj and t2 which may be 
adjusted independently. The sampling error is discussed in paragraph 4.2. 

(iv) Amplitude resolution 

A maximum of 16 points per R&IS amplitude in the amplitude distribution 
giving a total of 96 points over the standard amplitude range of six 
the TiMs amplitude. 

(v) Integration time (sampling time 

4 THE AIULYSIS OF TXE SPECTRAL DENSITY 

4.1 The concept of a spectral density and its moving average 

t2 If y(t) I a eno t es a vibration time function recorded over a period 

t-I 

t2 - t,, then from what is known a3 the "Fourier Integral Energy Identity", 
follows the equality (see Appendix 1) 
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1 

I 
y2(t) at = 

i 
& > fdf. 

t2 - % 
$1 c: 

2 There 6 (fi)df is the mem taken oveF the period t2 - t, of the sq.mreiZ t '2 
amplitude of the frequency com;,onexts of y(t) 1 in the smI.1 frequency 

interval fi, fi+B. a2(f) has, thus, the character of a density the 

dimension of which is (dtilensicn of ~)~/c.p.s. A simple dimensiond analysis 
will reveal that the ;;peckraIl. &nsity is proportional to.the power density of 
the vibration if y stmds for the velocity of the vibratam. 1: is, however, 
no longer true t(3 sppezkL :r of c&(f) as a pcuer spectrum if, as it 1s ,riore often 
the case, y denotes the acceleration r?i' the vibration. 

Given c2(f), the mean spume arrplitude in any band 

Af =f2 - fl may be cbta.ined by auzaing the righ-t hma side of the above 

ecpality from fq to f2 

-7 f2 
a2(f> will have an average value o-k I -in the band f2 - f, which must satisfy 

fl 

the equality 

= 
2 t2 

( !I yi2Ks 

? 

This average value d I of the speclmil density in the band f2 - f? maybe 
f2 

2 

5! 
easily determined by, sw, p assing the vibration y(t) I through a filter of 

f2 
. Then 



. 

If this process is repeated at frequency_intervals Af through the 

entire frequency range, a moving average glct ci’ f M of the spectral ‘0 
density may be obtained. SPADA analyses essentially by this methcd the 

spectral density. The curve 3 1 Af has, thus, the character of’ a double 

average, being a mean over the time period t2 - t, as well as a mean over 
a frequency band of' width Af. 

The desired resolution with respect to time may be effected by the 
choice of the time interval t2 - t,, and the desired resolution cf frequency 
detail may be obtained by the choice of bandwidth Af. This aspect will be 
dealt with in the next paragraph 4.2 where the sampling error is discussed. 

4.2 The sampling emr 

When inferring the population value of a statistic from data taken from 
a sample, an error, the so-called sampling error; is inevit&le. This samp;li.ng 
error is also committed when estimating the population value cf the spectral 
density of a vibration from measurements on a sample of vibration lasting 
t - t seconds. (This sampling error should not be confused with the error 
t?iat iA due to any inaccuracies of the equipment contained in SPADA. The 
latter type of error is additional to the sampling errcr.) A measure for 
the sampling error iW e the standard deviakion of the sampling distribution of 
the statistic under consideration, which is termed the standard error of the 
stat istic, The standard error is thus a measure of the variability obtained 
when measuring a statistic (in our case the spectral density) on a number af 
samples taken frcm the same population. The sampling error depends on the 
sample size and decreases with increasing sample size. 

For the case of a vibration timz function which has the characteristic 
of random noise it can be shown (see Appendix 2) that the standard ermr, 
when determining the spectral density of a vibration from a sample of size n, 
is 

which is a sufficiently close apprcximation within the relevant range of 
vibration analysis. 

The sample size n is defined here as 

n = TAf 

whereT=t 2 -t, = duration of vibration, or sample length 

Af = bandwidth being investigated by the analysing filter or sample 
width. 



The taking cf a sample of a v-ibration t&e functicn may thus be con- 
ceived in simplified farm as cutting 0E-t a block from the spectral density- 
time function whose rectangular base is defined by two quantities, frequency 
bandwidth of analysing filter and t5me ever \ihich the squared amplitude is 
integrated, (see Pig,&). 

It is sound practice to analyse vibrations with a sampling emcr which 
is equal or less than the error titierent in the vibraticn measuring, trans- 
mitting and recording process. Therefcrc, that combination of T and L\r 
should be chosen for analysis v,"nich ensures this condition. It is suggested 
that for general analysis work the standard error of the s,pectral density 
should not be greater than 

se < 40 f --l/3 
$ l 

There is generally less free&m in choosing Af than in chocsing T, 
If, for example, Af is made tco small then the analyser is forced to look 
into irrelevant frequency detail s which missile equipment is unlikely to 
see, apart frcm the fact that the semple length T will have to be correspond- 
ingly increased, which may reduce the nLuaber of vibration sramples that can be 
transmitted through one telemetry channel. 

It is, therefore, reccmnended that, unless dictated otherwise, the 
relative bLandwidth cf snalysis is adjusted to apprcximately 

6 Af 
= -7 

,-q/3 

which fixes the sample length I " for all frequenzies at a value of &Cut two 
seccnds. 

4.3 The principle of deriving the spectral density with z@ 

Unless the bandwidth of the analysing filter is made infinitesimally small 
the spectral density a2(f) itself czumo-t be obtained. A moving average 
2 d (f), however, can be measured, and as long as the conditions of the standard . 
error discussed in paragraph 4..2 (and in i1ppendi.x 2) are fulfilled, T(f) mw 

be regarded fra a pr,actical point if view as synonymous with C2(f). In the 
IT 3-i ZUL3X &; U-2 ~~.6LLfJ.cati.cn "mcvin~ ~&rti:c" of' the spectrLal Ckrsity is thtxefure 
dropped for the sake of brevity. 

The principle of spectral density analysis is simple. The vibration to 
be analysed is fed through a filter of known centre frequency and bandwidth 
Af. The cutput of the filter is first squared, then integrated over a pericd 
T, and firmlly divided by both T and Af. This process yields the spectral 
density in the frequency range Af. It will be noted that only passive networks 
are needed. If this procedure is repeated for adjacent frequency bands Af, or 
if the frequency range is slowly scanned, a plot of spectral density against 
frequency may be obtained, 

Although SPADA conforms to this basic principle of spectral densitjr 
analysis, it does not explore the frequency range in the original time scale, 
In SPhDA the centre frequency of the analysing filter is kept cqnstant and the 
tape locp bearing the signal to be analysed is replwed at a changing tape speed. 



Fig.6 shaKs in d$agramatic fom the seguencc of IE&I events lead- to 
the spectrti density plot. (For key to 1sg.6 see Appclvlix 5). 

T 
The v~bmtisn SEI.E@~ y(t) 

I 
is dupTica%ed at the speed v on a loop L ~8 

0 

I-I, sees the time trmsfuxmed signal Y(t) I t&i&t is fed i&o the filter 
L 

f 
CJ 

F of fjxed centre 

F2 f i1ter Y(t) I 
3 

frequency F. and relative bmdwidth 
TV/V 

I 
which contati c&y fsecpency 

0 

6, The output of this 

cmpments within the 

52 
I dt 

is 4tiplZed firat by the time tmnsfomed am2 inverse time base V,/Tv in 
thE; mltipl.ier Ml, and then multiplied again by the inverse of the relative 

5 
2 

pr~~rticmaL to the average of the spectral density of y(t) I 
in the m%ginal 

VF 
frequency band f8 = f2 - f,, wl-m~? f = +, 

b 



:‘or case d presentation the spectral density is plotted by the recorder 
I3 on a log - log scale. The outnut or" X2 is, therefore, modified by the .I. 
logarithmic shaper Lg. The logarithmic fre$wncy function for the recorder 
is obtained from the shzper Sh. Bath shapers, Lg and Sh, are servos using 
suitably distorted feedbacks, Both the rrniltiplier M, and the shaper Sh 
receive a simal which is proportionti to the ploy back tape speed V, xnd 
which is derived from the tape sized programming unit I?r, a servo which 
generates zlso the speed chru~xtcristic shown in Fig.fj. Fig. 

7 
shows 8 

speckwn recmd c:? ,xn anctlyscd sptictral density. 

Some difficulties arise in practice which require de-r~arturcs from the 
prirciplc of spectral density z~~Jysi s as outlined in paragraph 4.2, and which 
are due to non-lincaritieu and other shortcomings in the phys&J. properties 
of prsctical equipment. Two problems axe prominent. The first is connected 
with the fact l;hat thz frequency resolution of a maDetic tape head decseascs 
when the wavelength of the signnl. on the ixpc decreases with signal frequency, 
and ,xpproaches the width of the gap of the magnet. To cclmpcnszte for the 
resulting deficiency of the tape he&o in frequency response, correcting net- 
works have been interposed which m&e use of the voltage proportional to the 
play back tqx speed V which is available from t!x progreg unit PC (of' 
Fig&). ThC OVWYlll fX?($X?ilCJI response of SEXDA, with the deiibcrate lift ix 
the third decade, is shac-Jn in Fig.& The cthcr problem is the filter whose 
response cmct be made to approximate a r&xngiiiar shape without causing 
cchercnce, :t phen~menun yrhich may lead to a significant interaction of the 
signal tr3 bc malysed with itself. In order to civciLt coherence* at E&L CCS~S, 
simple pa~3LLcl - Y netxorks havti been used. as filters. The three filters Grc 
built as plug-in units SC timt f'iltcr circuit ch,anges may easily be made in 
the future. The squared frequency response of SPADA's present filters is shcwn 
in Pig.9. The deviation from the 'ideslt rcspcnsc is apparent from the super- 
posed equivalent rectangle which possesses the same area but a wider baGWidth. 
This b~ldwidth may be considered 3~ the effective bzCWidt;h 6eff of the filter, 

and is for SPBA's filters given by 

5 

5. I The ccnccpt of' a probability densitS of the amplitude 

t2 

When dealing with zn empirical vibration-time function y(t) 
I , such 

+? 
as a recorded sample of environmental vibration of' duration t2 - t,, one may 
want to know for whxt frxtion ~9 the time the mplitude y has exceeded a 
certain magnitude y.. 1 If, say, the time function is avail&lc in graphic;al 

form one may dry a line pz~J.lel to the time ,uis through yi snd meo.surc the 
% 

cumulative time 
c 

ti for which the ,zmlilitude rcmtincd 5bcve yi. This process 

--I_ .-_- _____I ___----- -_ - ---.- 

"Coherence is fully discussed in Zcf.1, 

n 



may be repeated for y. = 
3 

yi + Ay, yielding the corresponding cumulative time 

t2 t2 t2 

c 
t . . 

J 
subtretcting 

? c 
ti - tj we obtain the cumulative time 

c 
At during 

5 % % 5 
t2 

which the amplitude r&ed in this interval Ay. Therefore 1 

t2-tl -c 
At 

% 
denotes the proportion of time P(y, y + Ay) which the amplitude y has spent 
in the interval Ay. It will be noted that P depends both on y and on the 
size of' the interval Ay. In order to rcmovc the effect of Ay me take the 
average over this interval. Ay and get 

P(Y, Y -i- Ad I 
AY 

= iAy = 
(t2-tl) AY 

which assumes the chsraoter of a density indicating the proportion of smpli- 

tude dwell per amplitude interval, snd having the dimension sec~as 
dimension of amplitude 

If the oscillogrsmne is explored Fn this msnner over the entire recorded 
amplitude range a histogram p(y)Ay representing a moving average of the distri- 
bution of the amplitude y is obtained. 

As Ay tends to zero the histogram goes over to the smooth curve of what 
is also knm as the probability density of the amplitude (see Appendix 5)$ 

P(Y) = 

Analogously to the analysis of the spectral density the process outlines before 
Will not give the probability density p(y) its&f but a moving average p(y), 
insteti, for the amplitude interval Ay cannot be made infinitesimally srr&l in 
practice. 

SPADA analyses a moving average of the amplitude distribution employing 
a principle which is essentially as described above. The signal to be analysed 

- 10 - 



however, is recorded on a tape loop (it is in fact the same loop from which 
the spectral density is derived), and played back into a circuit which sees 
sequentially the signal in adjacent amplitude intervals of size by. The 
desired resolution is achieved by assigning a suitable value to Ay, 

The useKLness o f the amplitude distribution lies in the fact that its 
shape is very sensitive to the character of the vibration-time function which 
is not easily revealed by the spectral density. Amplitude distributions of 
some elementary time functions worked out in Appendix 4 and plotted in Fig.10 
will shaw this property. 

5.2 The method of dcrivinp; the aurplitude distribution width SPADE 

The principle of amplitude distribution malysis adopted for SPADA is 
shown in schematic form in Fig.ll, (Fcxr key to Fig.44 see Appedix 6,) 

t2 

A vibration sample y(t) I is recorded on a loop L of magnetic tape at 

5 
the speed v = 16 CUD/S. The loop is transferred to SPAU, played back at the 
sarn-e speed, and the R&S value r of the replayed signal is measured by the RlB 
meter 33, &&..ng measured r, whose value is needed to calibrate the amplitude 
distribution plot, the loop is replayed continuously at the constant speed V. 
The two hol.es punched into the tape loop L, one at the beginning and the other 
at the end of the reoor3ad vibration sample, permit light fran the bulb B to 
paas to the photocell ph, which gcneratcs puLses p. These pulses enter into 
the staircase generator St which produces a voltagc yi which is, starting from 

zero, increased in Steps of Ay at every revolution of the tape loop L. This 

voltage yi is added to the replayed signal y(t) 
I 

by the network AI and fed 

into the cathode ray tube C, The face of this tube is blackened except for a 

fixed, slllall slot Ay through whioh yi + y(t) may be seen by the pho"cooell 

p%* 
Ph2 generates pulses T&ose ilurntions At ere proportional to the varying 

t2 

times for Whisnh yi + y(t) I 
is visible in the slot Ay, The magnitude aP each 

ti * 
pulse, however, depends on the velocitiy ti3%whioh WLight spot happens to 
travel across the slot. A secondary pulse generator P amplifies and clips the 
prm pulses, and renders them suitable for smtion by the integrator 1 
which is triggered by the puJ.se p to start and terminate integration. The 
3ntegrated voltage is first multiplied by t/Ay in the multiplier MI, then multi- 
plied by the inverse vibration sample length 

1 

t2 - 5 
in the second multiplier 

A$, and fUly fed into the y-axis of the recotier R, In order to obtain the 

normalised presentation of the amplitude distribution the x-axis of the recder 
receives a transformed amplitude zi (in multiples of the RN3 amplitude) which 



ranges Sr0m -3 to +3. zi is cbtticd by mLiLtiplying the y-shif't voltage yi, 
generated by the staircase generator St, with the inverse .1/r of the F&C3 
vdue, the latter hav3.n.g been determined at the beginning cf the EULQJSU, 

Mcxxully only the positive half of tize amplitude distribution is 
prdh2a frm z = 0 to 21 = +3. 
SO desired, 

The negative half', howcvq mq~ be tided 3 
The ~plitude Gstribution is pl.utted in notiised form on ge 

doubly Lj.mxm srcale so that kurtosis and an-y skew with respect to a theoreti- 
cal distribu-kion may easily be determined, 

ProvkCon is also made to analyse -tie amplitude distributionbetween 
two frequency limits f* d f9 by inserting one & the three filters used in 
the spectra density analysis between the tape head I$, at-d the zkElimg network 
k, and adjusting the pl.ayback tape speed ;xccordin@y by means & the tape 
speed prograrwe unit Pr. 
tude diatributinn. 

Pig.12 shows a specjmon record cf en analysed ampli- 

5.3 Technical aspects of amplitude distribution an0fysi.s 

The photo-electric method of extracting the time function y(t) in the 
inlemt&l by has been preferred to an all~elsctronic solution on the grounds 
of expediency and basic simp2fcity. The slut on the tube face is tierently 
stable, and the signal cut-off is clean with the chosen configuration of slot 
width, cathode ray spot diameter ‘ztd distmce between tie face and -photccelL 

Another method, however, was ccnsidercd involving a "plot" vqhich is 
represented by a metal ribbon stretching QCZ'OSS the inner side of the tube 
face and acting as a collector for the electron beam. This attractive S&U- 
tion, however, was no further pursued in view of the extra developlent t&i 
needed, 

The wid'ch of the slot in WADA's c&h&z ray tube is 6 loom which 
corresponds normaI.ly to an amplitude intervaLI. of 

regardless 
tim of 96 
altered if 

of the shape of the qlitudc distribution. This standard resoXu- 
readings over an amplitude r.zqe cf 6 ymB may, of course, be 
so desired. 

A rapid check whether or not SPLDL is functionirq correctly is made by 
analysing a tape loop prepared for this purpose which contad a sample of 
"white noise", that is random noise with a frequency dependent spectr&L 
density fun&ion. Both the spectral density at-Cl the ,zmplitude distribution 
sector w thus be tested. In addition there is provided a built-in meter 
with a loose lead that can be plugged intc various jacks mounted on the front 
pculels. These jacks we connected ta vital circuit points required to be in 
balance or to have certain potentials. 

Interlocks are provided tc the extent that SP.&lk mill not start analysis 
unless the necessary operating scpence has been canpleted, and the servos have 
red22a 2er0. On completion of analysis, which is indicated by a light, SPAE!! 
comes to rest. Pressing a reset bufbn returns the xw3d.m to the "stmt 
analysis'+ condition. 

- 12 - 



SP;;DA is prtiay a rcse,arch instrument. Some pr&leEE i&ich wi15 be 
studied with its help are concernsd t;rith thu detaiiled nature OF V~IX-XL~C~II rind 
fzcoustic environments. We do not WI today whether we are justified ix1 
treating envirorxnentti flight vibrations as a IIXUX%X~ processI mite l*ely, 
significant elements of non-randomness or even perio&icit;ir m&y pl2y a r81e. 
It may also be that r~~~eas is ~~ssoci~&d ytith certain frequency bands 
dY- Other problems to be investigated are concerned with the distributiol? 
of vibration energy throughout a IKL 'ssile CZIL~ with the non-stationary character 
of flight vibrations which both have a vilxd jnfluence on <any vibrnticn test 
specification. SPXL will assist -in determintig the extent to tJhich vibration 
sirrrulation, and if necensary progralr;r&ng, xvi-62 present type of test e;ew is 
SLLCCeSSfU1~ 

Ia crder tc be ,&le to draw general cunc~usions a large number OZ? 
envirmentd z-eccrds need be xxJysedo Among speciaX studies such as 
mentioned before it is intended to use the machine for the routine ti~&Jsis 
of enV*o~cpltal recm-dings made by both R. LE, and various G.YI. design 
authorities* The analysed data V&U, it is hoped, provide the basis for a 
refined and cumprchensive survey of the vibration ayld acoustic environments 
occurring under different conditions of G.W. use. The success of this under- 
taking will, however, depend. on the co-qeraticn of G,W. contrxtws+ 

Ref. No. 

2 

3 &qi~, D. $'luctuations of randclli2 noise ~CWKT. 
The Bell System Tech. Journ&, 
Volume XXXVII. 
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If y(t) represents a xZzration time functian then the Fourier Integral 
Idmtity states that 

y(t) E 
J 

a(w) cos w-t dw + 
J 

b@) s3.11 wt dw 

Q 0 
co 

= 
/ 

'c(w) CQS [wt c $(w)] dw 
0 

where c(w) z da2(w) + b2( ) w is the frequency distribution of y(t), and 

b(vd) = L n s 
Y(t) s;jllwtdt . 

-00 

Prom tk Fourier IntegraJ, Energy Identity follcms that 

+oO 00 s y2(t) dt z 7f. 
J 

. c2(sf) dx = total quadratic csntent of y(t) . 
'1'00 0 

If y(t) z 0, except for t4 G t G t2, as is tti case with a vibration smple cf 
duration t2 - t,, then lik~ise 

t2 

b(w) ' p y(t) = Ti- J 
sir-l w-t 4-b 

5 



t2 
and the total quadratic content of y(t) 

/ 
becomes 

% 

.- 
y2(t) d-t = 71; c~(w) aw . 

5 0 

Appendix I 

Division by t2 - t, leads to the lean squaze of y(t) taken over the 

entire period t2 - tq. Substituting 2x df fur dm, we get 

I * 
t2 -5 i 

y2(t) dt = 2~" 
t2 - 5 

c2(f) df = df> df 

% 
u 

0 

where %(r) is the 

amplitude per unit 

spectral density of y(t) 
I 

in terms of mean square 

4 
ha-txlwidth as a function of frequency f. 

The relationship between the Fourier frequency distribution and the 
spectral density follows from the above equation 

Al t2 - % c(f) = $ 2 
df) l 

The spectral. density of a signal y(t) 
I 

may be measured directly with 

a passive system consisting of filters followed by a squarer and an integrator. 
When attempting to deternine directly the frequency distribution c(n), huwever, 
an active system wil.1 be needed which generates pairs of orthogonal frequency 
components. 



The standard error of the mean square value of a white noise passing 
th.m@ a linear single degree of freedan system (or though a fUtor feerJbaok 
network such as used in SPADA) of bandwidth Aw is given by (see also Ref.j) 

where N = T hw = size of the noise sample 

T = time over which the sqared output of the filter is integrated 

C = correction factor. 

The square root in (1) has the familiar appearance of the standard error of 
the variance. 

Putting 

where f = centre frequency of filter in capes, of the recording time scale 

s = relative bandwidth of filter 

we can write 

where (2) 

a dimensionless quantity, is the characteristic sample size. 

With this notation, the standard error of the mean square value passing 
through the filter becomes 

s e 
=56.5x, pi 

4x-i (3) 

and the correction factor C is defined by 

C2 1 ’ -z l-e 
[ 

-27m ~ 2 6- e -27cn 
sin 2 ;: 4 - 6 m-l If k-1 6 1 * (4) 

For small values of 8, such as used by SPADA, the term containing sin* 
becomes small compared with unity, and (l+) reduces to 



Appendix 2 

C is now a function of the characteristic sample size n alone, and tends to 
unity for large n. The percentage error when taking C as unity is 

and is plotted in Fig.13 against the characteristic sample siee n. For values 
of n > 8 the percentqe error by which the standard error of the mean square 
value is overestimated becunes less than I$. lified 
the standard error of the mean square vdlue 

expression for 

(5) 

is, therefore, sufficiently accurate for general vibration work. 

For a given T, the standard error Se is determined by the bandwidth f6 
of the filter. Since SPADA derives the mean square per unit frequency band 
(or spectral density) at frequency f by dividing through f6 the mean square 
value passed by the filter, the percentage standard error associated with the 
spectral density at the frequency f is also Se, for reasons of proportioncrlity. 

The standard error of the spectral density at the frequency f is, using 
(2) and (5) 

By putting a limit on the tolerable standard error Se the minimum 
sample size no of noise required for analysis becomes (frcxn (6)) 

( > 
2 

n = 
0 

Tf6= -p . 
e 

(6) 

(7) 

The minimum permissible time duration of a sample of noise, consistent 
with the tolerable stander3 error, follows from (7) 

n 
T 

0 =q% (8) 

where fi = lowest frequency vfhich is of interest 

6 5 relative analysing bandwidth appropriate to the frequency range 
in question. 

To may, of course, be shortened by making 6 larger. This, however, is not 
advisable for general vibration aalysis. The 6 2f the analysing filter 
should be comparable to the 6 of the dynamic responses of the equipment 
which is exposed to the vibration. As a guide, the relationship 



fj z ,,-I/3 

Appendjx 2 

(9) 

is suggested (this is equivalent tc Af z f 2/3 as proposed in SP 32). 

halysing with a 6 >) f -l/3 

detail, and making 6 +C f -l/3 
will inevitably result in a loss of frequency 

forces the analyser to Look for frequency details 
which are unlikely to be seen by the vibrated equipment (apart fram unnecess- 
arily increasing the analysis time). 

(91 is shown in Sig.&, and the h-steps used by SPAIU to approximate (9) 
are superposed. These steps correspond approximately to the mid-points of 6 
in each analysis band. 

The standard error of analysis should not exceed the sta.ndard error 
associated with the process of sensing, trms,mitting, tape recording and play- 
ing back of noise data. The standard error of recorded vibrations tends to 
decrease with increasing frequency in the normal operating range. rlt 30 c/s 
its value is estimated to be of the order of' 15s and at 1000 c/s about 5% 

It is, therefore, recommended that for general vibration analysis work 
the standti error of the spectral density is limited to 

% G 4-o f -“3 
d 
,3 l 

This function is shown in. Ijlig.15. 

u-x (71, @0, (9) a-a~ (lo), we can find the minimum petissible time . 
duration of a vibration recsrding (sample of vibration) which will not exceed 
the condition (IO) 

3-lvo 
1600 f--2/3 f  f  -‘/3 

z 2 seconds l 

To happens not to be dependent on frequency. 



An ideal magnetic recording head, when energised with a signzJ voltage 

YW = y, sin 2x f-k 

produces a time varying magnetic field of strength 

a> = a ya sin 2% ft 

which is imprinted in the tape as a permanent magnetic field, varying with 
tape d.istmcc according to 

where 4 = v-t = distance by which the tape has travelled 

v = recording tape speed 

h =- H L= wave length of f in terms of distance on tape. 

If 9(d) is played back at the tape speed V the play back frequency of 
the signal is changed to 

v p=--, 
h 

yf = pf 

where p = tape speed ratio. 

On play back O(4) is transfonmd into 9(-t) 

W) = b y. sin a F-t . 

G(t) produces in the play back head an EUF which is propartional to - g . 
The voltage-time function generated by the magnetic head is 

y(t) = c I? y. cos 27t Pt l 

where c is a machine constant. 

-19 - 



Appendix 3 

The amplitude of the replayed signal is, thus 

Y 
0 

= cFy, . 02) 

The record-playback frequency response follows, using (12), 

%l CFY 
R=y= y'=oF. 

0 0 

Let y(t) now be the recorded time function of a complex or a random (noise) 
signal voltage having a spectral density aqf). Consider a frequency band 
f2 - f,, which is so small that the spectral density within this band may 
be regarded as constant. If the playback tape speed is made p-times the 
recording tape speed, then this frequency band is, according to (?I), 
widened on playba& by the factor p, and its frequency limits are now 

F, = Pf, 

F2 = Pf2 

The mean square voltage of the replayed C.gna.l,is, of course, affected 
the record-playbar;k frequency response, and it is, within the limits 
F2 y F,, 

R2(f) aF . 

The spectral density G', being a constant, ma 
s 

preceed the integral si@;n. 
Inserting the frequency function proper for R (f), we obtain 

If PO denotes the centre frequency, and if? F2 and F, stand for the 

upper am3 lower limits of the effective bandltidth of the analysing filter, then 

F2 

where 6 = effective relative bandwidth of analysing filter, and ne get 

- 20 " 



c3 
%me I?: is a constmt and $- is very cirimllr nc cm siiiplipy 

The mean sgutlrc u&put of the analysing filter is proportional to the 
spcctrd. density of the recorded noise signal. SZViDA, by its design, corsects for 
c&e variation in actual bandwidth of the analysing filter which is associated 
with a constant reltttive bmdvfidth (or, iI' one likes, CL constmt Q). The 
setting oif the relative bandwidth is a questicm cl" appropriate gain calibre- 
t&n, 

-2.1 - 



The amg&itude cf a vibration-time functicn y(t) observed cvcr the 
peried tA < t G t2 dwells in the interval y, y + dy fcr a ctiative time 
c at. The proporticn cf time fcr which the amplitude is ccmfined within the 
band y, y + dy is, therefore, 

t2 

P(Y) aY = - 1 t 
52 1 c 

nt 

t-l 

where p(y) is called the prcbability density cf the aq$itude, and is 

t2 

P(Y) = ( 
1 

t.2, - t,) dY c 
dt = . I 

e2 - tq 
l 

t1 

It is easy t c see that the area under the curve 2(y) must be unity, 
rcr 

dy = -l 

meaning that it is certain that the azqlitude y is at all. times between the 
limits -09 = y = $00. 

It is frequently mre ccnvenient tc tvcrk with the ncrmaZ.sed pmbability 
density of? the amplituZLe 

p(z) c ’ c dt 

t2 - % 
az 

in which the instantanecrus aliplitude y 1 ‘S replaced by st&%krd units 8, that 
9 

is, y is expressed in multiples 8 uf the X&E value r cLn y(t)/ . Thus 

-22 - 



Appendix 4 

221 the followirq the 
functions are derived (see 

amplitude distributions of scme elementary 
3lso Pig.-Kl). 

Function Y= sin w-t 

Inverse functiu~ t +"I?2 siny 

Normalising the amplitude 

y = rzj dy = r dz 

we get 

at 
dz = 

I 2 w- -2 
i-- r2 

If' the range Or observation is conveniently chosen, SW, 

t2 -t,=T+ then 

because the sine wave cresses twice in this range through CU~Y intemtal 

z, z + dz (or yt y c dy), where 

Thus, the normalised mplitude distribution of a sine wave becomes 

Since the IN3 & a sine wave cf unit amplitu& is 

we get 

P(Z) = 



It is quickly verified that the area under this normalised probability density 
is unity 

f-2 dz. 

J 
p(z) dz = $ 

-4-2 
which beccmes, since . 

J 

dx 

f 
2 2 

= axcsirl~+c 

,a -x 

i 
p(z) da = arc sirl 1 -arcshl(-I)] r I 

42 
The total 
-(2 and +& 

robability CX? the normalised aql.itude z being between the limits 

is unity (this ccrrespcnds to the amplitude y being bettjeen the 
limits -1 and +I). 

(ii) Trian&a.r wave QI‘ sass t?oth 

(The argument is restricted to such waves as have equal. pcoitive and 
negative maximum excursions and nc direct component.) 

Prom Big.lG(a) fell &ws that the value of the function y = f(t) is in 
the 

Range a 

I Y = $t 
i 

6 

II 1 
Y = 1-y 

-- a 2 
b 

III 

Normalising the amplitude 

Y = rz; 

Range 

I at 
I I z = ra 

II 

T 
2 

t 
I d 

; 

. 
3  

; 

dy = rds 

d-t 
I I 7 QY 

= a 

d-t’ 
I-! 

‘I‘ 
dy, = F-a. 

dt I I dy 
= T -b. 



IV dt 
I I dz= r (9 - b) . 

FramFig.?6(a) follows that over the range t2 - t, = T, and for the perid of 
positive excursion: 

c 

at 
dz = 

Thus, the normalised probability density of the amplitude becomes 
1 

T z- 

1 

-r 
rF g 

p=-T= 2 l 

zzo 

Similarly, we have for the period of negative excursion 

and 
Z=o 

p+ 
I 

l 

I 
g=---  

r  

The probability density of amplitude of the triangulm wave does, 
therefore, not depend on Z. The RIMS of this wave having unit amplitude is 
simply derived from geometrical considerations. The FUB of the total wave 
must be equal to that cf each triangle in the ranges I to IV. Taking that 
of Range I, we have 

Inse&iyg this vdue into the expression for p 

I 
P = - = 0.289 

M3 I 
z=-q3 

. 

To verify that the area under this normalised pmbahility density is 
unity we solve 

4-3 -k-J3 

i 
pdz = -& dz=-& 

i 
(43+f3> = -l l 

-43 -J3 
- 25 - 



(iii> Square wave 

Prom the square have of Fig.l6(b) fol3o~~s that the vaLuc of the tiw 
fwwtion y = g(t) is ix-i the 

Rrir?pp 

I Y 

II: 

Normalis irsg the amplitude, we have 

T. 
t2 

= 1 
! 0 

The RNS of the ctbove square wave is r = -Is so that 

I 

II dt 
I i tlz = cmatz z-1 . 

Prom Pig.?C;(b) follows further 
for the period of positive excursion 

that over the range t2 - t, = T, and 
we have 

c at z= 
Stinilarly, for the period of negative excwsion 

The probability &znsity of amplitu& of the square mwcl, of Pigr16(b) is 
therefore 

00 p = F = matz z' --I andi: = +I , 

elsewhere p = 0. 

- 26 - 



It till be noted that ja contrast to the fcmmer three distributions the 
probabilcity density ~8 the ampli-lxde of tlmretical rtia noise is not cut 
off at finite amplitudes, 
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